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5.0 Objective
This unit will guide you to
 define, declare and use arrays of one dimension.
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 initialize array element;
 access individual array element by making use of subscript;
 handle multi-dimensional arrays,
 define, declare and initialize a string;
 define various formatting techniques to display the strings;
 discuss various built-in string funtions;
 and their use built in string functions in manipulation of strings.

5.1 Introduction
Till now we have discussed about storing data in simple variables. Although storing

values in simple variable is useful but we often need a variable that can store multiple values.
For example consider a situation in which we have to maintain the salary of 20 employees
and we are asked to write a program that read and prints the salary of all these 20 employees.
By using simple variable we need 20 variable of type int and 20 read statement and 20 print
statement. As a result the program will become very large taking large time to execute.
           To solve the above problem the concept of array come into existance i.e to process a
large amount of data, we need a data structure known as array.
5.2 Array Declaration

C programming language provides a data structure called the array,which can store a
fixed-size sequential collection of elements of the same type. An array is used to store a
collection of data, but it is often more useful to think of an array as a collection of variables of
the same type.

Instead of declaring individual variables, such as number0, number1,........,and num-
ber99 you declare one array variable such as number and use number[0], number[1],and
.....,numbers [99] to represent individual variables. A specific element in an array is accessed
by an index.

All arrays consist of contiguous memory locations. The lowest address corresponds
to the first element and the highest address to the last element.

First Element Last Element

                             
       Numbers[0]    Numbers [1]     Numbers [2] Numbers [3]         ...........
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The characteristic features of an array are as following:
 Array is a data structure storing a group of same data type elements.
 All the elements of an array share the same name, and they are distinguished

from one another with the help of an index.
 Randon access to every element of an array can be made by using a numeric

index known as subscript.
 Abstract Data type (ADT) list is frequently associated with the array data struc-

ture.
The declaration of an array is just like any variable declaration with additional size

part, indicating the number of elements of the array. LIke other variables, arrays must be
declared at the beginning of a function. The declartion specifies the base type of the array, its
name, and its size or dimension. In the following section we will see how an array is declared.

5.2.1  Syntax of Array Declaration
To declare an array in C, a programmer specifies the type of the elements and the

number of elements required by an array as follows:
type arrayName [ arraySize];
This is called a single-dimensional array. The arraySize must be an integer constant

greater than zero and type can be any valid C data type. For example, to declare a 10-
elements array called balance of type double, use this statement:

double balance[10];
Now balance is a variable array which is sufficient to hold upto 10 double numbers.
The following are some of declarations for arrays: int cha[80]; float farr [500]; static int

iarr [80]; char charray [40];
There are two restrictions for using arrays in C :
 The amount of storage for a declared array has to specified at compile time before

execution. This means that an array has a fixed size.
  The data type of an array applies uniformly to all the elements; for this reason, an

array is called a homogeneous data structure.
5.2.2  Size of Specification
The size of an array should be declared using symbolic constant rather a fixed integer

quantity ( The subscript used for the individual element is of are integer quantity.) The use of
a symbolic constant makes it easier to modify a program that uses an array. All refrence to
maximize the array size can be altered simply by changing the value of the symbolic constant.
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To declare size as 150 use the following symbolic constant, SIZE, defined:
#define SIZE 150

5.3 Array Initalization
You can initialize array in C either one by one or using a single statement as follows:

 double balance [5] = {1000.0,2.0,3.4,7.0,50.0};
The number of values between braces { } can not be larger than the number of elements

that we declare for the array between square brackets [ ].
If  you omit the size of the array, an array just big enough to hold the inilialization is

created. Therefore, if you write.
double balance[] = {10000.0, 2.0, 3.4, 7.0, 50.0};
An array balance will be of size 5 according to the number of elements.
The array of character is implemented as strings in C-Strings are handled differently

as far as initialization is concerned. A special character called null character ‘ \0’, implicity
suffixes every string.

When the external or static string character array is assigned a string constant, the
size specification is usually omitted and is automatically assigned; it will include the ‘\0’
character, added at end.

For example, consider the following two assignment statements:
char sname [ 3 ] = “RAM”;
char sname [ ] = “RAM”;
In the above two statements the assignments are done differently. The first statement

is not a string but simply an array storing three characters ‘R’, ‘A’ and ‘M’ and is same as
writing:

Char name [ 3 ] = { ‘R’, ‘A’, ‘M’}; whereas, the second one is a four chararcter string
RAM \0.
5.4 Subscript

To refer to the individual element in an array, a subscript is used.
For example:
double balance [] = { 1000.0, 2.0, 3.4, 7.0, 50.0;}
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is an array of type double and name balance and if we write
balance [4] = 50.0

The above statement
 assigns element number 5th in the array with a value of 50.0.
 All arrays have 0 as the index of their first element which is also called base index

and
  last index of an array will be total size of the array minus 1.
Following is the pictorial representation of the same array we discussed above :

0 1 2 3 4
balance 1000.00 2.0 3.4 7.0 50.0

5.5 Processing the Array
An element is accessed by indexing the array name. This is done by placing the index

of the element within square brackets after the name of the array. For example:
double salary = balance[9];
The above statement will take 10th element from the array and assign the value to

salary variable.
Following is an example which will use all the above-mentioned three concepts viz.

declaration, assignment and accessing arrays;
Example 5.1

#include<stdio.h>
int main ()
 {
int n[10]; /* n is an array of 10 integers */
int i,j;
 /* initialize elements of array n to 0 */
for ( i = 0; i < 10; i++ )
 {
n [ i ] = i + 100; /* set element at location i to i + 100 */
 }
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 /* output each array element’s value */
for (j = 0; j < 10; j++)
 {
printf (“Element [%d] = %d\n”, j, n[j] );
 }
return 0;
}

OUTPUT
Element[0] = 100
Element[1] = 101
Element[2] = 102
Element[3] = 103
Element[4] = 104
Element[5] = 105
Element[6] =106
Element[7] =107
Element[8] =108
Element[9] = 109

EXAMPLE 5.2
Write a program to sort a list of elements using the selection sort method.
/* Sorting list of numbers using selection sort method */
#include <stdio.h>
#define SIZE 5
int main ()
 {
int j, min_pos,tmp;
int i; /* Loop variable */
int a [SIZE]; /* array declaration */
 / *enter the elements */
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for (i =0; i<SIZE;i++)
 {
printf (“\n Element no. = %d”, i+1);
printf (“Value of the element :”);
scanf(“%d”, &a[i]);
 }
 /* Sorting by descending order */
for (i =0;i<SIZE;i++)
 {
min_pos = i;
for (j = i+1;j<SIZE;j++)
if (a[j] < a [min_pos])
min_pos = j;
tmp = a[i]
a[i] = a [min_pos];
a[min_pos] = tmp;
 }
 /*print the result */
printf (“The array afte sorting: \n”);
for (i=0;i<SIZE;i++)
printf(“%d\n”,a[i]);
}

OUTPUT
Element no. = 1 Value of the element:33
Element no. = 2 Value of the element:10
Element no. = 3 Value of the element:99
Element no. = 4 Value of the element: 63
Elementno. = 5 Value of the element: 45
The array after sorting:
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10
33
45
63
99

PROGRAM ILLUSTRATION
Selection sort algorithm starts by compairing first two elements of an array and

swapping if necessary, i.e.., if you want to sort the elements of array in ascending order and if
the first element is greater than second then, you need to swap the elements but, if the first
element is smaller than second, leave the elements as it is. Then, again first element and third
element are compared and swapped if necessary. This process goes on until first and last
element of an array is compared. This completes the first step of selection sort. If there are n
= 5 elements to be sorted then, the process mentioned above should be repeated n-1 = 4
times to get required result.
5.6 Multi-Dimensional Arrays

C programming languaage allows multidimensional arrays. Here is the general form
of a multidimensional array declaration:

type name [size 1] [size2]....[sizeN];
For example, the following declaration creates a three dimensional 5 . 10. 4 integer

array:
int threedim [5][10][4];

5.6.1 Multi-Dimensional Arrays Declaration :
The simplest form of the multidimensional array is the two-dimensional array. A two-

dimensional array is, in essence, a list of one-dimensional arrays. To declare a two-dimensional
integer array of size x,y you would write something as follows:

type arrayName [x][y];
Where type can be any valid C data type and arrayName will be a valid C identifier. A

two-dimensional array can be think as a table which will have x number of rows and y number
of columns. A 2-dimensional array a, which contains three rows and four columns can be
shown as below.
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Column 0 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
Row 0 a [0] [0] a [0] [1] a [0] [2] a [0] [3]
Row 1 a [1] [0] a [1] [1] a [1] [2] a [1] [3]
Row 2 a [2] [0] a [2] [1] a [2] [2] a [2] [3]

Thus, every element in array a is identified by an element of the foem a [ i] [ j ], where a
is the name of the array, and i and j are the subscripts that uiquely identify each element in a.

5.6.2  Initialization of Two-Dimensional Arrays :
Multidimensional arrays may be initialized by specifying bracketed values for each

row. Following is an array with 3 rows and each row has 4 columns.
int a[3][4] = {
{0,1,2,3}, /* initializers for row indexed by 0*
{4,5,6,7}. /* initializers for row indexed by 1 */
{8,9,10,11} /* initializers for row indexed by 2 */
 };
The nested braces, which indicate the intented row, are optional. the following initial-

ization is equivalent to above example.
int a[3][4] = {0,1,2,3,4,5,5,7,8,9,10,11};
5.6.3 Accessing Two-Dimensional Array Elements :
An element is 2-dimensional array is accessed by using the subscripts, i.e., row indx

and column index of the array. For example:
int val = a[2][3];
The above statement will take 4th element from the 3rd row of the array.
The program given below shows the method of using nested loop to handle a two

dimensional array;
EXAMPLE  5.3

#include<stdio.h>
int main ()
 {
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 /* an array with 5 rows and 2 colunms */
int a [5][2] = { {0,0}, {1,2}, {2,4}, {3,5},{4,8} };
int i, j;
/ * output each array element’s value */
for ( i =0; i < 5; i++ )
{
for (j = 0; j < 2; j++)
 {
printf(“a[%d][%d] = %d/n”, i,j, a[i][j] );
 }
}
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
a[0][1]:0
a[0][1]:0
a[1][0]:1
a[1][1]:2
a[2][0]:2
a[2][1]:4
a[3][0]:3
a[3][1]:5
a[4][0]:4
a[4][1]:8

EXAMPLE 5.4
 /* C program to read two matrices A(MxN) and B (MxN) and perform addition OR

substraction of A and B. Display and given matrices, their sum or differences */
#include<stdio.h>
int main ()
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 {
int array 1 [10][10], array2[10][10], arraysum[10][10], arraydiff[10][10];
int i, j, m, n, option;
printf (“Enter the order of the matrix array 1 and array 2 \n”);
scanf (1“ %d %d”, &m, &n);
printf(“Enter the elements of matrix array 1\n”);
for (i = 0; i < m; i++)
 {
for (j = 0; j < n; j++)
 {
scanf (“%d “, &array1 [i][j]);
 }
}
printf (MATRIX array 1 is \n”);
for ( i = 0; i <m; i++)
{
for ( j =0; j < n; j++)
{
printf (“%3d”, array1[i][j]);
 }
printf(“\n”);
 }
printf (“Enter the elements of matrix array2 \n”);
for (i =0; i <m; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < n; j++)
 {
scanf (“%d”, &array2[i][j]);
 }
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}
printf (“MATRIX array2 is \n”);
for (i = 0; i < m; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < n; j++)
{
printf (“%3d”, array2[i][j]);
 }
printf(“\n”);
 }
printf(“Enter your option: 1 for Addition and 2 for Substraction \n”);
scanf (“%d”, &option);
switch (option)
 {

case 1 :
for ( i = 0; i < m; i++)
 {
for (j = 0; j <n; j++)
 {
arraysum [i][j] = array1[i][j] + array2[i][j];
 }
}
printf(“sum matrix is \n”);
for (i = 0; i < m; i++)
{
for (j = 0; j < n; j++)
 {
printf(“%3d”, arraysum[i][j]);
 }
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printf(“\n”);
 }
break

case 2 :
for (i = 0; i < m; i++)
{
for(j = 0; j < n; j++)
{
arraydiff[i][j] = array1 [i][j] - array2[i][j];
 }
}
printf(“Difference matrix is \n”);
for (i = 0; i < m; i++)
 {
for (j = 0; j < n; j++)
 {
printf(%3d”,arraydiff[i][j]);
 }
printf(“\n”)
 }
break;
}
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
Enter the order of the matrix array 1 and array 2
3 3
Enter the elements of matrix array 1
2 3 4
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7 8 9
5 5 8
MATRIX array 1 is
2 3 4
7  8 9
 5 5 8
Enter the element of matrix array 2
 3 3 3
 3 4 5
 8 4 7
MATRIX array 2 is
 3 3 3
3 4 5
 8 4 7
Enter your option : 1 for Addition and 2 for Subtraction
 1
Sum matrix is
5 5 7
10 12 15
13 10 15

OUTPUT (2ND RUN)
Enter the order of the matrix array 1 and array 2
3  3
Enter the element of matrix array 1
10 20 30
15 18 20
12 14 15
MATRIX array 1 is
10 20 30
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15 18 20
12 14 15
Enter the elements of matrix array 2
1 5 9
10 15 14
9 12 13
MATRIX array2 is
1 5 9
10 15 14
9 12 13
Enter your option: 1 for Addition and 2 for Subtraction
2
Difference matrix is
9 15 21
5 3 5
3 2 3

EXAMPLE  5.5
Write a program to search an element in a given list of elements using Linear

Search.
/* Linear search. */
# include<stdio.h>
# include<conio.h>
int main ()
{
int array[100], search, c, n;
printf(“Enter the number of elements in array\n”);
scanf(“%d”, &n);
printf(“Enter %d integer(S)\n”, n);
for (c = 0; c < n; c++)
scanf (“%d”, &array[c]);
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printf(“Enter the number to search\n”);
scanf(“%D, &search);
for (c = 0; c < n; c++)
{
if (array[c] = = search)  /*ir required element found */
 {
printf(“%d is present at location %d.\n”, search, c+1);
break;
 }
}
if (c = =n)
printf(“%d is not present in array. \n”, search);
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
Enter the number of elements in array.
5
Enter 5 integer(s)
45
23
44
56
18
Enter the number to search
56
56 is present at location 4.

PROGRAM ILLUSTRATION
The above example code implements linear search (Searching algorithum) which is

used to find whether a given number is present in an array and if it is present then at what
location is occurs. It is also known as sequential search. It is very simple and works as follows:
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We keep on comparing each element with the element to search until the desired
element is found or list ends.
5.7 Declaration and Initialization of Strings

The string in C programming language is actually a one-dimensional array of charecters
which is terminated by a null character “0”. Thus a null-terminated string contains the charac-
ter that comprise the string followed by a null.

The following declaration and initialization create a string consisting of the word “Hello”.
To hold the null character at the end of the array, the size of the character array containing the
string is one more than the number of character in the word “Hello”.

char greeting[5] = {‘H’, ‘e’,’I’, ‘I’, ‘o’,  ‘\0’};
If you follow the rule of array initialization then you can write the above statement as

follows:
char greeting[] = “Hello”;
Following is the memory presentation of above defined string in C/C++:
 Index 0 1 2 3 4 5
Variable H e l l o \O

Address 0x23451 0x23452 0x23453 0x23454 0x23455 0x23456
Actually, you do not place the null character at the end of a string constant. The C

compiler automatically places the ‘\0’ at the end of the string when it initializes the array.
Foe e.g
Char str[]=” ”;
Memory presentation of the above is : \ 0

Example 5.6
Let us try to print above mentioned string:
#include<stdio.h>
#include<conio.h>
int main ()
{
char greeting[5] = {‘H’, ‘e’, ‘/’, ‘/’, ‘O’, ‘\O’};
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 /* %s is used to print string */
printf (“Greeting message: %s\n”, greeting );
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
Greeting message: Hello
C supports a wide range of functions that manipulate null-terminated strings:

5.8 Display of Strings Using Different Formatting Techniques
The printf function with %s format is used to display the strings on the screen.
For example, the below statement display entire string:
printf(“%s”,greeting);
for example,
char sn[8]=” COMPUTER ;
i) To display first 5 character from a field width of 20 characters, you have to write

as:
printf(“%8.5s”,sn);
will display : __ COMPU
ii) If you include minus sign in the format, the string will be printed left justified for e.g.

% -8.5s, you have to write as
printf (“%-8.5s”,sn);
will display : COMPU___

Example 5.7 : write a program to display the string “COMPUTER” in the following format.
C
CO
COM
COMP
COMPU
COMPUT
COMPUTE
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COMPUTER
COMPUTER
COMPUTE
COMPUT
COMPU
COMP
COM
CO
C
 /* program to display the string in the above shown format */
#include <stdio.h>
int main ()
{
int x, y;
static char string [] = “COMPUTER”;
printf (“\n”);
for( x = 0; x<8; x++)
{
y = x + 1
 /* reserves 8 character of space on to the monitor and minus sign is for left justified */
printf(“%-8.*s \n”, y, string);
/* and for every loop the * is replaced by value of y */
/* y value starts with 1 and for every time it is incremented by 1 until it reaches to 8*/}
for ( x = 7; x>0; x--)
{
y = x +1
printf(“%-8. *s\n”, y, string);
 /* y value starts with 8 and for every time it is decrements by 1 until it reaches to 1 */}
return 0;
 }
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OUTPUT
C
CO
COM
COMP
COMPU
COMPUT
COMPUTE
COMPUTER
COMPUTER
COMPUTE
COMPUT
COMPU
COMP
COM
CO
C

5.9 Array of Strings
Array of strings are multiple strings, stored in the form of table. Declaring array of

strings is same as strings, except it will additional dimension to store the number of strings.
Syntax is as follows :
char array-name [size][size];

For example,
char names[5][10]
Where,

  names is the name of the character array
 the constant in first square brackets will gives number of string we are going to store,
 and the value in second square bracket will gives the maximum length of the string.
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Example :
char names[3][10] = {“RAM”, “SITA”, “GEETA”}
It can be represented by a two-dimensionall array of size [3][10] as shown below.

INDEX 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
ROW 0 R A M \O
ROW1 S I T A \O
ROW2 G E E T A \O

5.10 Built in String Function & Application
The header file < string.h> contains some string manipulation functions. The following

is a list of the common string managing functions in C.
      1. strcpy (s1, s2);

This function copies the string pointed to by s2 to s1 including the null character of s2.
Here s1 should be big enough to store the contents of s2.

Example 5.8 :
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
int main ()
 {
char s1 [10], s2[10] = “HELLO”;
strcpy(s1,s2);
printf(“\nstr1 : %s”, str1 );
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
str1 : HELLO

     2. Strcat (s1, s2);
This function concatenates string pointed to by s2 to the end of string pointed to by s1.
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The terminating null character of s1 is overwritten. The process stops when the terminating
null character of s2 is copied. The s1 should be big enough to store the contents of s2.
Example 5.9

#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
{
char s1 [50] = “ HELLO”;
char s2[] =” FRIENDS”;
stracts(s1,s2);
printf(“\n str1 : %s”,str1 );
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
str1 : HELLO FRIENDS

      3. strlen(s1);
This function calculates the length of the string s1 up to but not including the null char-

acter, i.e.., the function returns the number of characters in the string.
Example 5.10 :

#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
{
char s1[]=”FRIENDS”;
PRINTF(“\n length of str is %d”, strlen(s1));
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
length of str is 5
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      4. strcmp (s1,s2);
This functions compares the string pointed to by s1 to the string pointed to by s2. This

function returns
i) 0 if s1 and s2 are the same;
ii) less than 0 if s1 <s2;
iii) greater than 0 if s1>s2.

Example 5.11
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
{
char s1[10]=” FRIEND”;
char s2[10]=”BYEE”;
if(strcmp(strl, str2)==0)
printf(“\n The two strings are identical”);
else
printf(“\n The two strings are not identical”);
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
The two strings are not identical.

    5. strchr(s1,ch);
The stchr () function searches for the first occurrence of the character c (an unsingned

char) in the string pointed to by the argument str. The function returns a pointer pointing to the
first matching character or null if no match was found.
Example 5.12

#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
{
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char s1[]=” HI  FRIEND”;
printf(“\n I is found %d “,strchr(s1, ‘I’));
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
I is found 1

    6. strstr(s1,s2);
This function is used to find the first occurrence of string s2 (not including the terminat-

ing null character) in the string s1. It returns a pointer to the first occurrence of s2 in s1. If no
match is found then a null pointer is returned.
Example 5.13

#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
 {
char s1[]=” HI  FRIEND”;
char s2 [ ] = “HI”;
 if (strstr(s1,s2))
printf(“substring found”)
else
printf(“substring not found”);
return 0;}

OUTPUT
substring found

    7. strlwr (s1);
The strlwr function converts upper case characters of string to lower case characters.

The syntax is as follows:
strlwr(s1);

where s1 is string to be converted into lower case characters.
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Example 5.14 : Write a program to convert the string into lower case character using in-built
function.
 /* program that converts input string to lower case character */ #include <stdio.h>

#include <string.h>
int main ()
{ char book[10];
printf(“Enter a string:’);
gets(book);
printf(“The converted Lower case of the string is %s”, strlwr(book));}

OUTPUT
Enter a string : KANETKAR
The converted Lower case of the string is kaktenak

     8. strrev(s1)
The strrev function reverses the given string.
The syntax is as follows :

strrev(str);
where string str will be reserved.

Example 5.15 :  Write a program to reverse a given string.
 /* program to reverse a given string */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
 {
char book [10];
printf(“Enter a string:”);
gets (book);
printf(“\n The Reverse of the given string is : %s”,strrev(book));
}

OUTPUT
Enter a string : KANETKAR
Reverse of the given string is : RAKTENAK
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    8. strspn(s1,s2)
This function returns the position of the string, where first string does not match with

second string.
The syntax is as follows:
n = strspn (first,second);
where first and second are two strings to be compared.
n is the number of character from which first string does not match with second string.
Example 5.16   Write a program, which returns the position of the string from where

first string does not match with second string.
 /* program which returns the position of the string from where first string does not

match with second string */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
{ char s1 [10], s2[10];
printf (“Enter first string:”);
gets(s1)
printf(“\n Enter second string: “);
gets(s2);
printf(“\n After %d character there is no match”,strspn(s1,s2));
 }

OUTPUT
Enter first string : KANETKAR
Enter second string: KANESHWAR
After 4 charaters there is no match

OTHER STRING FUNCTIONS
i) strncpy function

The strncpy function is same as strcpy. It copies characters of one string to another
string up to the specified length.
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The syntax is as follows:
strncpy(strl,str2,10);

Where str1 and str2 are two strings.
The 10 characters of string str2 are copied onto string str1.

ii)    stricmp function
The stricmp function is same as strcmp, except it compares two strings ignoring
the case (lower and upper case).
The syntax is as follows:

n = stricmp(str1, str2);
iii)   strncmp function

The strncmp function is same as strcmp, except it compares two strings up to a
specified length.
The syntax is as follows:

n = strncmp(str1,str2,10);
where 10 characters of str1 and str2 are compared and
n is returned value of differed characters.

iv) strchr function
The strchr function takes two argunments (the string and the character whose
address is to be specified) and returns the address of first occurrence of the
character in the given string.
The syntax is as follows:

cp = strchr (str, c);
where
str is string
c is character and
cp is character pointer.

v)    strset function
The strset function replaces the string with the given character. It takes two
argunments the string and the character.
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The syntax is as follows:
strset (first, ch);

where string first will be replaced by character ch.
vi)     strncat function

The strncat function is the same as strcat, except that it appends upto specified
length.
The syntax is as follows.

strncat(str1, str2, 10);
where 10 character of the str2 string is added into str1 string.

vii)     strupr function
The strupr function converts lower case character of the string to upper case
characters.
The syntax is as follows:

strupr(str1);
where str1 is string to be converted into upper case characters.

Following examples makes use of few of the above-mentioned functions :
Example 5.17:

#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
int main ()
{
char str1[12] = “Hello”;
char str2[12] = “world”;
char str3[12];
int len;
 / *copy strl into str3 */
strcpy(str3,str1);
printf(“strcpy( str3, str1): %s\n”, str3 );
 /*concatenates str1 and str2 */
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strcat (str1,str2);
printf(“strcat(str1,str2): %s\n”, str1 );
 /* total length of str1 after concatements */
len = strlen(str1);
printf(“strlen(str1): %d\n”, len );
return 0;
 }

OUTPUT
stcpy(str3,str1): Hello
strcat (str1,str2): Hello World
strlen(str1): 10
Example 5.18 :  Write a C program to check whether the entered string is palindrome

or not.
/* C program to check palindrome */
#include<stdio.h>
#include<string.h>
#include<conio.h>
int main ()
{
char a[100],b[100];
printf(“Enter the string to check if it is a palindrome\n”);
gets(a); /*Input function to get string from keyboard */
strcpy(b,a); /*string func to copy string a into string b*/
strrev(b); /*string func to reverse string b*/
if (strcmp(a,b) ==0)
printf(“Entered string is a palindrome.\n”);
else
printf(“Entered string is not a palindrome.\n”);
getch();
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return 0;
}

OUTPUT
Enter the string to check it is a palindrome
madam
Entered string is a palindrome

PROGRAM ILLUSTRATION
This program works as follows :- At first we copy the entered string into a new string,and

then we reverse the new string and then compares it with original string. If both of them have
same sequence of characters i.e they are identical then the entered string is a palindrome
otherwise not. To perform copy, reverse and compare operations we use strcpy and strcmp
functions of string.h respectively. some palindrome strings examples are “a”, dad”, “reader”,
“madam”, “abcba” etc.
5.11 Summary

In this unit you have learnt about an array which is an abstract data type,. Array is a
collection of fixed-size requential collection of elements of the same type, The group has a
single name for all its members, with the individual member being selected by an index. We
have learnt in this unit, the basic purpose of using an array in the program, declaration of
array and assiging values to the arrays. Array can categorised into single-dimensional and
multi-dimensional array. This chapter also discusses about string. Strings are sequence of
characters. Strings are to be null-terminated Remember to take into account null-terminators
when using dynamic memory allocation. The string.h library has many useful functions such
as strcat(), strlen(), strcmp(), strupr().
5.12 Questions for Exercise

1. Why are arrays needed? What does an array name signify? How is an array
represented in memory?

2. Write a program to count the number of duplicate values in an array.
3.  Write a program to read and display a 3*3 matrix.
4. Write a program to compute the sum and means of the elements of a two-dimen-

sional array.
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5. Write a program to interchange the biggest and the smallest number in the array.
6. Write a program to multiply two m*n matrices.
7. What are strings? Expalin how strings are represented in main memory.
8. Write a program to display the word Hello in the following format.

H
HE
HEL
HELL
HELLO

10. Write a program to convert lower case letters to upper case letters in a given
string without using string function.

11. Write a program to cocanate two strings without using string function strcat().
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